Rotational excitation of SO$_2$ by collision with H$_2$: a collaborative work
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Abstract. The SO$_2$ molecule is detected in a large variety of objects, notably cold dark clouds and star-forming regions. An accurate modeling of the observations requires a very good knowledge of the collisional excitation rates with H$_2$ due to competition between collisional and radiative processes that excite and quench the different rotational levels of the molecule. The results of our recent collisional calculations are summarized.

Pierre was associated to all steps of this collaborative work that was a key project in the Molecular Universe European FP6 network.

1 Introduction

Sulfur dioxide is a very abundant species in warm molecular clouds and is also present in dark clouds. SO$_2$ as well as SO and SiO is considered as a molecular tracer of shocks and as a consequence was identified as one of the milestones of the RTN-FP6 “Molecular Universe” network. Being a heavy species, SO$_2$ has many transitions in mm, submm, cm and far IR domains and may be observed with different ground-based telescopes as well as with the Herschel Space Observatory. The new generation of receivers for ground based telescopes will permit to carry out sensitive line surveys in dark clouds in the centimeter and millimeter domains. The collisional rate coefficients with the most abundant interstellar molecule, H$_2$, are needed since the collisional processes contribute, in competition with the radiative processes, to populate the rotational levels of the molecules. The knowledge of the collision rate coefficients allows one to define for each level $j$ a critical density $n_{j}^{\text{crit}}$ such that:

$$n_{j}^{\text{crit}} = \frac{\sum_{i} A_{ji}}{\sum_{i} k_{ji}}$$

where $A_{ji}$ is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission for transition $ij$, the $k_{ij}$ are, collision rate coefficients. The sum runs over all reachable states. We may consider that the so-called Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium is fulfilled if the density of the collider is much larger than $n_{j}^{\text{crit}}$ as collisions tend to equilibrate the populations of the considered species. Conversely, the radiative processes are dominant for densities much lower than $n_{j}^{\text{crit}}$. Between these two extreme cases, accurate collision rates are needed for the precise determination of the physical conditions of the molecular clouds. It is clear that studying different transitions with different Einstein and collisional rate coefficients allows one to explore different regions of the studied cloud with different densities.

Until now, the only available rate coefficients of SO$_2$ were those computed by Green [1] for collisions with He multiplied by 1.39 to correct for the velocity difference between H$_2$ and He. Moreover, these
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Excitation rates were calculated within the IOS scattering approach based on a rather approximate potential energy surface. Considering the importance of SO$_2$ to investigate the physical and chemical conditions of astrophysical objects, we decided to provide new accurate rate coefficients for SO$_2$ in collision with H$_2$. The adopted strategy was similar to that developed by Pierre and his colleagues in Grenoble for H$_2$O-H$_2$ collisions [2] and a large collaboration between Madrid, Meudon and Grenoble was set up. The different steps and the results of this project are described in the following sections, the contribution of Pierre was decisive for several aspects.

2 The 5D SO$_2$-H$_2$ Potential Energy Surface

All calculations presented below were performed with rigid molecules using the expansion of the 5D potential energy surface (PES) developed by Spielfiedel et al. [3] where full details can be found. The PES was calculated at the CCSD(T) level [4,5] using a three step procedure with basis sets of increasing accuracy. Extensive calculations of a reference PES were performed with the MOLPRO package [6] for 49 intermolecular distances and 8074 sets of angles for each distance using the aVDZ basis of Woon and Dunning [7] and bond functions of Williams et al. [8]. Corrections, including CBS extrapolation, were performed to obtain the final intermolecular potential. The angular expansion of the PES suitable for dynamics calculations was obtained from the final very accurate set as a least square fit of the ab initio values for each of 49 intermolecular distances, leading to 129 angular functions which are specifically adapted to quantum calculations. The selection was found to reproduce the ab initio values within 1 cm$^{-1}$ for distances R larger than 6.5 bohr. The global minimum was found to be $V_{\text{min}} = -192.72358$ cm$^{-1}$, seven secondary minima were also found. Contour plots of the PES are displayed in Fig. 1.

3 Inelastic cross sections and rate coefficients at low temperatures

Full close coupling (CC) calculations for excitation of the 31 lowest SO$_2$ levels (see Fig. 2) by para and ortho-H$_2$ were performed with the MOLSCAT V14 package [9]. However, due to the high density of the SO$_2$ rotational states, calculations were so expensive that Pierre developed a mixed MPI and
OpenMP extension of the code, available to all users via the web\(^1\). 72 levels were included in the basis set to obtain convergence better than 5% on the collisional cross sections. The convergence of the cross sections with the total angular momentum \( J_{\text{tot}} \) was carefully studied. \( J_{\text{tot}} \) increases gradually from 27 (at low energies) up to 60 at the highest energies. We checked at a total energy \( E = 100 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) that the inclusion of the \( j_2=2 \) channel (closed at the considered energies) has small effects on the calculated cross sections. We carefully spanned the energy range to take into account the presence of resonances.

![Fig. 2. The 31 lowest rotational levels of the SO\(_2\) molecule.](image)

The state-to-state rotational inelastic rates are the Boltzmann thermal average at temperature \( T \) of state-to-state inelastic cross sections:

\[
R(\beta \rightarrow \beta') = \left( \frac{8kT}{\pi \mu} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{1}{kT} \right)^{1/2} \int_0^\infty \sigma_{\beta \rightarrow \beta'}(E_c) E_c e^{-E_c/kT} dE_c
\]

where \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( E_c \) is the kinetic energy, \( \beta = j_{K_a,K_c} \). Rate coefficients obey the detailed balance relation:

\[
R(\beta' \rightarrow \beta) = \frac{(2j + 1)}{(2j' + 1)} \exp \left[ \frac{E_\beta - E_\beta'}{kT} \right] R(\beta \rightarrow \beta')
\]

Fig. 3 displays the temperature variation of the para and ortho-H\(_2\) rate coefficients for a selection of \( |\Delta J| = 0 \) and \( |\Delta K_a| = 0 \) transitions. The following trends are found: the temperature dependence is weak within a factor 2-3 for both para and ortho-H\(_2\) collisions. There is no exact selection rule but the rates decrease for increasing \( |\Delta J| \) and the most important rates are those that connect levels with \( |\Delta K_a| = 0 \). This trend may be assigned to the difficulty to reorient the angular momentum vector with

---
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respect to the $a$-axis. Comparison of rate coefficients with ortho and para-H$_2$ (see Fig. 4) shows large variation with transitions, with a factor of about 2 in average, the largest rate coefficients being mainly the rates for collisions with ortho-H$_2$. This latter effect reflects the importance of the H$_2$ quadrupole and in particular the dipole-quadrupole interaction which does not contribute, at first order, to collisions with para-H$_2$ ($J_2 = 0, 2$).

![Fig. 3. Temperature variation of the de-excitation rate coefficient for transitions with $\Delta K_a = 0$ (left) and $\Delta J = 0$ (right).](image1)

![Fig. 4. De-excitation rate coefficients of SO$_2$ in collision with ortho-H$_2$ as function of rate coefficients with para-H$_2$ ($J_2 = 0, 2$).](image2)
We compare in Fig. 5 the present collisional rates at 25 K with those of Green [1]. It should be noted that the He rates of Green have been scaled by the reduced mass ratio \((\mu_{\text{SO}_2-\text{H}_2}/\mu_{\text{SO}_2-\text{He}})^{1/2} = 1.39\). We first note significant discrepancies between the present rates and the scaled He-rates, even for collisions with para-\(\text{H}_2\)(\(j_2 = 0, 2\)). Differences do not vary uniformly with transitions and are found to exceed a factor of ten in some cases. Such discrepancies were actually expected as the rates were computed by Green within the IOS scattering approach based on a coarse electron-gas approximation used for the PES. However, we point out that similar trends for He/\(\text{H}_2\) have been found for other systems like \(\text{SO}\) [10], SiS [11], \(\text{HC}_3\text{N}\) [12, 13], \(\text{H}_2\text{O-}\text{H}_2\) [14], \(\text{H}_2\text{CO}\) [15], \(\text{NH}_3-\text{H}_2\) [16] even though the PES as well as the cross sections have been computed with the same accuracy. For all these systems, the well depth for interaction with \(\text{H}_2\) is larger by a factor of \(\sim 2-3\) than the one for interaction with He, leading to larger cross sections and rates for collisions with \(\text{H}_2\).

![Graph of Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of the present result for para-\(\text{H}_2\)(\(j_2 = 0, 2\)) (black curve) with He results of Green (1995) (green curve) for different final levels (initial level: 4\(\text{H}_1\), \(T = 25\) K).

4 Towards higher temperatures

We stress that, due to the increasingly large computer time and memory resources needed for these calculations, extension of full close-coupling calculations to high-\(J\) levels and temperatures is not realistic presently. Use of approximate quantal approaches like Coupled States (CS) and Infinite Order Sudden Approximation (IOS) is a possible way to overcome this difficulty. Preliminary results (see Fig. 6 for the \(0_{00} - 2_{00}\) transition) show that cross sections calculated through CC and then CS and IOS approaches for increasing energies agree within a factor better than two. A statistical study of the difference between rate coefficients calculated at 25K within the CC and IOS approaches has shown a better agreement than expected between the two methods, the IOS rate coefficients being systematically lower than the CC ones.

The QCT method seems to be an alternative to investigate very high rotational levels [14]. A comparison between QCT and CC calculations at 30K (see Fig. 7) shows a relatively good agreement.
Fig. 6. Cross sections for the transition $0_0^0 - 2_0^0$ in SO$_2$ excited by para-H$_2$($j_2 = 0, 2$) as a function of total energy. The CC results are compared to the approximate CS and IOS cross sections.

Fig. 7. Rate coefficients at 30 K for SO$_2$ in the initial level 4$^1_s$ excited by H$_2$. QCT calculations for para-H$_2$($j_2 = 0$) and ortho-H$_2$($j_2 = 1$) are compared to present quantum calculations for para-H$_2$($j_2 = 0$) and to the (scaled) result of Green (1995) for He.

between both results. The temperature variation of the rate coefficients obtained through QCT calculations was also found to be relatively flat, as suggested by the CC results at lower temperatures. Moreover, the ortho/para H$_2$ effects are found negligible (within error bars) at the QCT level, as found previously for HC$_3$N [12]. These first results have to be confirmed with extensive calculations. This will be considered in future works.
5 What about the astrophysical consequences?

On 11 June 2008, we received this enthusiastic message from Pierre:

"J'ai par ailleurs discuté ces résultats préliminaires avec Pepe en nous basant pour l'instant sur les sections à 10 cm$^{-1}$. Nous confirmons la prédiction déjà faite par Pepe sur la base des taux de Green pour SO2-He: 1) d'un effet d'absorption anormale pour la transition 2(0,2)$\leftrightarrow$ 1(1,1) 2) d'un effet maser pour la transition 3(1,3)$\leftrightarrow$ 4(0,4) [...] Une interprétation des deux effets semble possible par un mécanisme à dominante radiative [...] L'idée serait de faire rapidement un proposal pour des observations à basse fréquence à Effelsberg, histoire de confirmer ces deux prédictions"

The next episode of this story is presented in the paper by J. Cernicharo in this volume.

6 Conclusion

Beyond science, we would like to emphasize the nice atmosphere between the participants of this collaborative work. Pierre contributed particularly to this atmosphere of work sharing, confidence and friendship.
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